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Abstract

We present a technique to couple finite element and finite sphere discretizations. The finite elements and finite

spheres are coupled with full displacement compatibility. We also present a technique in which a finite element discret-

ization is enriched with finite spheres. We consider two-dimensional conditions and present solutions to illustrate the

analysis procedures.
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1. Introduction

For several decades, the development of the finite ele-

ment method has been pursued and the method is now

quite efficient for the analysis of complex structures

and, indeed, many quite general multi-physics problems

[1,2]. However, the finite element method requires an

expensive mesh generation and, in some cases, notably

in nonlinear analysis, mesh re-generations may be neces-

sary. On the other hand, meshless techniques eliminate

the mesh generation procedure in the analysis, but are

confronting difficulties in numerical integration; namely,

the integrands are very complex functions. Also, the

essential boundary conditions are not as easily imposed

as in the traditional finite element method. To overcome

these difficulties, some research focused on coupling fi-

nite element methods and meshless techniques [3–5],

with the premise to utilize the mutual advantages. The
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basic idea is that finite elements are employed for the do-

main which is easily meshed and would not need re-

meshing in a geometrically nonlinear analysis, and the

meshless discretizations are used for the domain which

is difficult to mesh and may need re-meshing in nonlin-

ear analysis. However, a major difficulty lies in enforcing

compatibility in the displacements as assumed for the

meshless domain and the finite element domain: that

is, to ensure the continuity of the displacements and pos-

sibly displacement derivatives between the domains.

Although some methods for coupling were proposed,

full displacement compatibility in the coupled domain

seems not ensured. In this paper, we propose a displace-

ment-based scheme to couple finite elements and finite

spheres [6–8]. We consider two-dimensional analysis,

the four-node displacement-based finite element in the

coupling with finite spheres, and we achieve in the for-

mulation continuity of the displacements in the domain

of overlap.

We also propose a procedure to simply enrich the dis-

placement interpolation in the finite element domain. In

this method, finite sphere interpolations are added to the
ed.
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existing finite element interpolations. Of course, schemes

to enrich finite element interpolations (and enrich other

bases by finite elements ) have been used for a long time

[9], but the approach presented here provides particular

flexibility since it is possible to add or remove spheres

adaptively. The spheres can be added only in local areas

of the entire analysis domain with no restriction on the

geometry analyzed and finite element mesh used.

There are many promising application areas, even

when considering only linear analysis. Regions that are

difficult to mesh with finite elements can be modelled

more easily and regions of stress concentrations can,

possibly, be analyzed more effectively. In the following

sections of the paper, we present the theory of the cou-

pling and enriching schemes and illustrate their use in

various example solutions.
2. Coupling finite element and finite sphere discretizations

In the formulation to couple finite element and finite

sphere discretizations, we need to categorize the regions

in the complete domain considered, and construct the

shape functions.

Let X be the complete domain considered, Cu its sur-
face area on which displacements are prescribed and Cf
its surface area on which tractions are prescribed. Also,

let XðkÞ
FE be the domain of the finite element (k),

k = 1, . . . ,Nfe, and let XðkÞ
FS be the domain of the finite

sphere (k), k = 1, . . . ,Nfs, with Nfe and Nfs being the to-

tal number of finite elements and finite spheres. We then

further define

XFE ¼ [XðkÞ
FE; XðkÞ

FE \ XðjÞ
FS ¼ 0; all j

n o
; ð1Þ

XFE–FS ¼ [XðkÞ
FE; XðkÞ

FE \ XðjÞ
FS 6¼ 0; some j

n o
; ð2Þ

XFS ¼ fX n ðXFE [ XFE–FSÞg: ð3Þ

Consider a simple example, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

We have a total of Nfe = 6 finite elements and Nfs = 9 fi-

nite spheres, which overlap in the ‘‘coupled’’ domain.

According to Eqs. (1)–(3) we categorize the complete do-

main considered into three different domains. We call

XFE the domain discretized using finite elements only,

i.e, the domain which does not overlap with finite

spheres, XFE–FS the coupled domain, i.e, the union of fi-

nite elements that overlap with spheres, and XFS the

pure finite sphere domain, i.e, the domain which is rep-

resented by spheres only.

With these definitions from here on, the domain

fXðkÞ
FE; k 2 Mg shall denote a pure finite element subdo-

main, fXðkÞ
FE–FS; k 2 Ng shall denote a finite element

subdomain coupled with at least one sphere, and

fXðkÞ
FS; k 2 Sg shall denote a pure sphere subdomain

over which we integrate, see Fig. 1. Note that with these
definitions the union of the subdomains comprises the

complete domain X.

Of course, the displacements in the complete domain

are formed by the displacement interpolations. The com-

plete nodal coefficient vector of unknown values corre-

sponds to all degrees of freedom of the finite elements

and the finite spheres

UT ¼ ½uT1 uT2 . . . uTN fen
j aT

10a
T
11 . . . a

T
1Npol

. . . aT
NfsNpol

; ð4Þ

where the displacement coefficients are uTI ¼ ½ uI vI 
and aT

Im ¼ ½ uIm vIm , Nfen is the total number of as-

signed finite element nodes for displacement degrees of

freedom in XFE and XFE–FS, and Npol is the number of

terms in the polynomials of the spheres used. To have

a continuous displacement field, the finite element de-

grees of freedom on the boundary of XFE–FS with XFS

are not included (so that for the example in Fig. 1,

Nfen = 6, not including the nodes fixed on Cu). As a con-

sequence, we cover all finite elements adjoining that

boundary completely with spheres.

For the pure finite element subdomain XðkÞ
FE, we use

the conventional shape functions hFEI ðxÞ [9]. In the pure

finite sphere subdomain, considering the sphere I, the

shape functions are hFSIm ðxÞ. The construction of these

functions is achieved by multiplying the basic Shepard

functions qI(x) with polynomial functions pm(x) to ob-

tain hFSIm ðxÞ ¼ qIðxÞpmðxÞ, see [10]. The coupled subdo-

mains XðkÞ
FE–FS have the shape functions hFE–FSI ðxÞ

corresponding to the finite element nodes and

hFE–FSIm ðxÞ corresponding to the finite sphere nodes. We

discuss these functions below.

2.1. Principle of virtual work

The formulation is based on the following general

variational statement for linear elastic problems [6,9]

Find u 2 H 1ðXÞ

such that

Z
X
�TðvÞC�ðuÞdX

�
Z

Cu

½�TðvÞCNTuþ vTNC�ðuÞdC

¼
Z

X
vTfB dX þ

Z
Cf

vTfs dC

�
Z

Cu

�TðvÞCNTus dC 8v 2 H 1ðXÞ;

ð5Þ

where � is the strain vector, C is the elasticity matrix, u is

the unknown displacement field, fs is the prescribed sur-

face traction vector on the boundary Cf, u
s is the pre-

scribed displacement vector on the boundary Cu, f
B is

the applied body force vector andH1(X) is the first order

Hilbert space. To help enforcing the Dirichlet boundary

conditions, a penalty term could also be added in Eq. (5)

[9], but was not needed in our example solutions.



Fig. 1. Discretization of cantilever plate to illustrate coupling scheme: (a) structure considered and (b) finite elements and finite spheres

discretizing the plate. We call XFE the domain which does not have any overlap with finite spheres, XFE–FS the union of finite elements

which have non-zero overlap with spheres, and XFS the region which consists of spheres. (c) Individual computational domains over

which we integrate numerically.
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Considering two-dimensional analysis conditions the

directional matrix N is defined as

N ¼
nx 0 ny

0 ny nx

" #
; ð6Þ

where nx and ny are the direction cosines of the outward

unit normal vector.

Note that we use this variational statement for the

complete analysis domain, but in the ‘‘pure’’ finite ele-

ment domain (XFE) the expression simplifies to the usual

principle of virtual work [9].
2.2. Formulation in the ‘‘pure’’ finite element domain XFE

In the domain XFE, the finite elements do not overlap

with finite spheres, and considering 4-node elements, the

displacement field and strains in XðkÞ
FE, k an element ofM,

are those computed in the conventional finite element

method [9]

uXFE
ðxÞ ¼

X4

I¼1

HFE
I ðxÞuI ; ð7Þ

�XFE
ðxÞ ¼

X4

I¼1

BFE
I ðxÞuI ; ð8Þ

where uTI ¼ ½uI vI  and uI and vI are the x- and y-direc-

tional nodal displacements, respectively. The terms in

the HFE
I and BFE

I matrices are obtained from the well-

known finite element interpolation functions, hI(x).

The complete formulation of the governing nodal equa-

tions is, for example, given in [9].
2.3. Formulation in the ‘‘pure’’ finite sphere domain XFS

In the domain XFS which we call the ‘‘pure’’ finite

sphere domain, the displacements and strains for the

subdomain XðkÞ
FS, k a sphere of S, are

uXFS
ðxÞ ¼

XN spheres

J¼1

X
n2I

HFS
Jn ðxÞaJn; ð9Þ

�XFS
ðxÞ ¼

XN spheres

J¼1

X
n2I

BFS
Jn ðxÞaJn; ð10Þ

where I is an index set corresponding to the nth degree

of freedom of the Jth sphere, aT
Jn ¼ ½ uJn vJn ,

spann=0,1,2 {pn(x)} = {1,x,y} and Nspheres is the number

of spheres located in the pure finite sphere domain

XFS. The formulation using these interpolations is given

in Ref. [10].
2.4. Formulation in the coupled domain XFE–FS

The displacement field in the subdomain XðkÞ
FE–FS, k an

element of N, is given by the shape functions hFE–FSI ðxÞ
and hFE–FSJn ðxÞ

uXFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X
I2v

hFE–FSI ðxÞuI þ
Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn ðxÞuJn;

ð11Þ

vXFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X
I2v

hFE–FSI ðxÞvI þ
Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn ðxÞvJn;

ð12Þ

where v is the index set of assigned finite element nodes,

hFE–FSI ðxÞ ¼ hIðxÞ
W

; ð13Þ

hFE–FSJn ðxÞ ¼ qFE–FS
J ðxÞpnðxÞ; ð14Þ

qFE–FS
J ðxÞ ¼ W J ðxÞ

W
ð15Þ

and W is given by

W ðxÞ ¼
Xnfs
K¼1

W KðxÞ þ
X
I2v

hIðxÞ: ð16Þ

Here �nfs� is the number of finite spheres which have an

intersection with XðkÞ
FE–FS and WK is the weighting func-

tion corresponding to the finite sphere K. Of course,

the displacement interpolations used satisfy the partition

of unity principle [11]. Hence the rigid body modes can

be represented.

The strains in the domain XðkÞ
FE–FS are

�xxðxÞ ¼
X
I2v

hFE–FSI ;x
ðxÞuI þ

Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn;x
ðxÞuJn; ð17Þ

�yyðxÞ ¼
X
I2v

hFE–FSI ;y
ðxÞvI þ

Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn;y
ðxÞvJn; ð18Þ

cxyðxÞ ¼
X
I2v

hFE–FSI ;y
ðxÞuI þ

X
I2v

hFE–FSI ;x
ðxÞvI

þ
Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn;y
ðxÞuJn þ

Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn;x
ðxÞvJn:

ð19Þ

In matrix form, the displacement and strain fields are

uXFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X
I2v

HFE–FS
I ðxÞuI þ

Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

HFE–FS
Jn ðxÞaJn;

ð20Þ
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�XFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X
I2v

BFE–FS
I ðxÞuI þ

Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

BFE–FS
Jn ðxÞaJn:

ð21Þ

The displacement matrix HFE–FS
I ðxÞ and strain–displace-

ment matrix BFE–FS
I ðxÞ for the finite element node I are

HFE–FS
I ðxÞ ¼

hFE–FSI ðxÞ 0

0 hFE–FSI ðxÞ

" #
; ð22Þ

BFE–FS
I ðxÞ ¼

hFE–FSI ;x ðxÞ 0

0 hFE–FSI ;y ðxÞ

hFE–FSI ;y ðxÞ hFE–FSI ;x ðxÞ

2
6664

3
7775 ð23Þ

and the displacement matrix HFE–FS
Jn ðxÞ and strain–dis-

placement matrix BFE–FS
Jn ðxÞ for the finite sphere node J

with degree of freedom n are

HFE–FS
Jn ðxÞ ¼

hFE–FSJn ðxÞ 0

0 hFE–FSJn ðxÞ

" #
; ð24Þ

BFE–FS
Jn ðxÞ ¼

hFE–FSJn;x
ðxÞ 0

0 hFE–FSJn;y
ðxÞ

hFE–FSJn;y
ðxÞ hFE–FSJn;x

ðxÞ

2
6664

3
7775: ð25Þ

Here the x- and y-derivatives of hFE–FSJ ðxÞ are

hFE–FSJ ;x
ðxÞ ¼ hJ ;x �

hJ
W

W ;x

 �
1

W
; ð26Þ

hFE–FSJ ;y
ðxÞ ¼ hJ ;y �

hJ
W

W ;y

 �
1

W
: ð27Þ

Also

hFE–FSJn;x
ðxÞ ¼ qFE–FS

J ;x
ðxÞpn þ qFE–FS

J ðxÞpn;x ; ð28Þ

hFE–FSJn;y
ðxÞ ¼ qFE–FS

J ;y
ðxÞpn þ qFE–FS

J ðxÞpn;y ; ð29Þ

where

qFE–FS
J ;x

ðxÞ ¼ W J ;x �
W J

W
W ;x

 �
1

W
; ð30Þ

qFE–FS
J ;y

ðxÞ ¼ W J ;y �
W J

W
W ;y

 �
1

W
: ð31Þ

With these interpolation functions given, we can directly

substitute into the virtual work equation, Eq. (5), and

obtain as usual all governing equations for each subdo-

main XðkÞ
FE–FS, see Ref. [9]. For example, the individual

stiffness values are obtained as

KFE–FS
IJ ¼

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

BFE�FST

I ðxÞCBFE–FS
J ðxÞdX; ð32Þ
KFE–FS
IJn ¼

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

BFE�FST

I ðxÞCBFE–FS
Jn ðxÞdX; ð33Þ

KFE–FS
ImJ ¼

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

BFE�FST

Im ðxÞCBFE–FS
J ðxÞdX; ð34Þ

KFE–FS
ImJn ¼

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

BFE�FST

Im ðxÞCBFE–FS
Jn ðxÞdX: ð35Þ
2.5. Assemblage of complete stiffness matrix and force

vector for X

The first term in Eq. (5) givesZ
X
�TC�dX ¼

Z
XFE

�TC�dX þ
Z

XFS

�TC�dX

þ
Z

XFE–FS

�TC�dX: ð36Þ

By substituting from Eqs. (8), (10) and (21) we obtain

the total stiffness matrix for the assemblage

K ¼
X
k2M

Z
XðkÞ
FE

B
ðkÞT
FE CB

ðkÞ
FE dXðkÞ

( )

þ
X
k2S

Z
XðkÞ
FS

B
ðkÞT
FS CB

ðkÞ
FS dXðkÞ

( )

þ
X
k2N

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

B
ðkÞT
FE–FSCB

ðkÞ
FE–FS dXðkÞ

( )
ð37Þ

and similarly we obtain the total force vector. Hence, the

equation corresponding to the finite element node I isX
J2L

KIJuJ þ
X
J2K

X
n2I

KIJnaJn ¼ f I þ f̂I ð38Þ

and the equation corresponding to the finite sphere node

I with degree of freedom m isX
J2L

KImJuJ þ
X
J2K

X
n2I

KImJnaJn ¼ f Im þ f̂Im; ð39Þ

where L is the index of finite element nodes and K is

the index of finite sphere nodes. In Eqs. (38) and (39),

fI, f̂ I , fIm and f̂ Im correspond to the applied body forces,

surface tractions and imposed displacement boundary

conditions, see Refs. [9,10] where also the numerical

integration used is presented.
3. Enriching the finite element displacement functions

We can also use finite spheres to simply enrich the

traditional finite element displacement interpolations,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. Since the finite element displace-

ment functions satisfy the partition of unity principle al-

ready, it is possible to add spheres adaptively. Then the
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equations for the shape functions in XFE–FS are of the

form

hFE–FSI ðxÞ ¼ hI ; ð40Þ

qFE–FS
I ðxÞ ¼ W I ; ð41Þ

hFE–FSIm ðxÞ ¼ qFE–FS
I ðxÞpmðxÞ: ð42Þ

And the displacement field in the domain XðkÞ
FE–FS is

uðkÞXFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X4

I¼1

hFE–FSI ðxÞuI

þ
Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn ðxÞuJn; ð43Þ
ΩFE-FS

Enriched elements
(1)

ΩFE-FS
(2)

ΩFE-FS
(3)

ΩFE-FS
(4)

ΩFE-FS
(5)

ΩFE-FS
(7)

ΩFE-FS
(8)

ΩFE-FS
(6)

Fig. 2. Enriching a finite element discretization with finite

spheres: we call XFE the domain which is not enriched with

finite spheres, and XFE–FS, the domain of finite elements

enriched with spheres.

Node 1

Node 2

Finite elem
Coupled n

(a)

Fig. 4. Sphere arrangements on a 4-node finite element. (a) Scheme

Scheme B: four spheres are located, each with its center at a finite ele
vðkÞXFE–FS
ðxÞ ¼

X4

I¼1

hFE–FSI ðxÞvI

þ
Xnfs
J¼1

X
n2I

hFE–FSJn ðxÞvJn: ð44Þ

The total stiffness matrix is obtained by summing the

contributions from all subdomains

K ¼
X
k2M

Z
XðkÞ
FE

B
ðkÞT
FE CB

ðkÞ
FE dXðkÞ

( )

þ
X
k2N

Z
XðkÞ
FE–FS

B
ðkÞT
FE–FSCB

ðkÞ
FE–FS dXðkÞ

( )
; ð45Þ

where, again, M is the index of the finite element subdo-

mains and N is the index of the subdomains enriched

with finite spheres.
M = -1.0

Fig. 3. Loading condition for bending test: a linear pressure

distribution resulting in a unit moment load. Plane strain

conditions, Young�s modulus E = 100, Poisson�s ratio m = 0.30.

Node 1

Node 3

Node 4

Node 2

ent node
ode

(b)

A: two spheres are located with centers at nodes 1 and 2. (b)

ment node.
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4. Example solutions

We present in this section various example solutions

to illustrate the use of finite element discretizations cou-

pled to and enriched with finite spheres.

4.1. Bending of cantilever

As is well-known, a single 4-node displacement-based

element can represent exactly the constant stress condi-

tions and so, of course, does any patch enriched with fi-

nite spheres. However, the 4-node element represents a

uniform bending condition only very poorly [9].

We consider, in this example, the cantilever shown in

Fig. 3 subjected to the constant bending moment. The

structure is analyzed with the finite element/finite sphere

discretizations denoted as schemes A and B shown in

Fig. 4. Fig. 5 summarizes the refinements used in the

solutions. Figs. 6 and 7 show the convergence of the

solutions obtained, in terms of the strain energy per unit

length of beam. We can see that the use of the finite

spheres significantly increases the accuracy of the solu-

tion, and, as expected, the use of scheme B results in bet-

ter solution accuracy than the use of scheme A.
(a) 1 element (b) 2 elements

(d) 8 elements(c) 4 elements

(e) 16 elements

L=1

L=1

L/2

L/4

L/16

L/8

Fig. 5. Element refinements used in convergence study.
4.2. Analysis of a plate with a hole

We consider a square plate with a hole as shown in

Fig. 8. Using a/b = 0.1, the stress concentration factor

is 3.08. An accurate solution can of course be obtained

with a sufficiently fine mesh of traditional finite

elements.

To use the enriching scheme, we placed two spheres

on the top and bottom of the hole, respectively, as

shown with a typical finite element discretization in

Fig. 9. The comparison of the maximum rxx stress ob-

tained using the mesh in Fig. 9 and uniformly refining

this mesh is summarized in Table 1. As listed in Table

1, the finite element method using 4-node elements yields
log (No. of elements)

lo

0.00 0.50 1.00
-1.50

-1.45

-1.40

Exact value
Scheme A
Scheme B
4-node finite element

Fig. 6. Strain energy comparison with 4-node finite elements.

log (h)

lo
g

|E
-E

h
|

-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0
-6.0

-5.0

-4.0

-3.0

-2.0

-1.0

Scheme A

Scheme B

Fig. 7. Convergence curves with different sphere allocations

shown in Fig. 4.



b

a

ppressure

x

y

Fig. 8. Geometry of a square plate with a hole in the middle of

the plate. Young�s modulus E = 100, Poisson�s ratio m = 0.30,

p = 1.

Spheres

Fig. 9. Sixteen 4-node element mesh and placement of the finite

spheres for enrichment.
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the largest solution error and then using the enriching

scheme gives better results than the use of pure 9-node

elements.

To illustrate the coupling scheme, we adopt a pure

sphere domain coupled to a pure finite element domain,

and the discretization shown in Fig. 10. With this dis-

cretization the maximum rxx stress is 2.736.

4.3. Plate with a crack

We consider a plate in plane strain conditions con-

taining a sharp crack [12]. The plate is subjected to pres-
(a) (b)

hole

}

Fig. 10. Discretization used near the hole with 16 4-node finite elemen

with the finite elements; (c) spheres which do not have coupling wit

completely cover the finite elements adjacent to the hole.).

Table 1

Comparison of maximum rxx stress in the plate with a hole shown in

No. of elements for full plate FEM (4-nodes) FEM (9-nodes)

16 1.455 1.937

64 1.878 2.388

256 2.383 2.785
sure as shown in Fig. 11. For the analysis we use 4-node

elements in uniform meshes. We also use the same

meshes but enriched with a single sphere of radius 0.1

at the crack tip.

Fig. 12 and Table 2 give the results obtained for the

normal stress in the plate. We see that the stress predic-

tion is much improved by adding the sphere to the finite

element discretization.
(c)

}spheres spheres

t mesh. (a) Finite elements and (b) spheres which have coupling

h the finite elements (Not shown are the additional spheres to

Fig. 8 when using the enrichment scheme

Enriching scheme with 4-node elements Accurate value

2.464

2.649

2.957 3.08



1.95 1.95

0.1

4.0

3.
0

1.0

r

x
y

ppressure

Fig. 11. A plate with a sharp crack. Young�s modulus E = 100,

Poisson�s ratio m = 0.30. The plate is in plane strain conditions,

p = 1.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
0

2

4

6

8
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14

vertical distance from crack tip (r) 

st
re

ss
(σ

xx
)

16 elements
64 elements
256 elements

Analytical solution

(a)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

st
re

ss
(σ

xx
)

16 elements
64 elements
256 elements

Analytical solution

1
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Fig. 12. Analysis of plate with a crack. Solution of rxx as a

function of r: (a) using the enriching scheme and (b) not using

the enriching scheme.

Table 2

Comparison of maximum rxx stress on the crack tip

No. of elements FEM (4-nodes) Enriching scheme

16 2.330 3.390

64 3.518 5.188

256 5.203 7.710
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5. Concluding remarks

The objective of this paper was to propose a coupling

scheme and an enriching scheme which enable to use fi-

nite elements and finite spheres simultaneously. With

these two fully coupled discretization schemes, more

flexibility in performing analysis in an effective way is

available.

The coupling scheme, using the traditional finite ele-

ment discretization for some domains and the finite

sphere discretization for adjoining domains, imposes full

displacement compatibility in the analysis region. The

scheme is based on a straight-forward application of

the partition of unity principle. However, further studies

are needed to fully identify the effectiveness of this

scheme because the numerical integration is still rather

expensive for the coupled domain and the finite sphere

domain, and the proper placing of spheres (the number

of spheres and their radii) is important.

The enriching scheme using finite spheres on finite

element discretizations simply corresponds to enriching

the space of assumed displacements. However, the key

for practical purposes is that the spheres can be placed

anywhere on the underlying finite element mesh, and

hence can be used adaptively to enrich a traditional

finite element discretization.

The proposed procedures represent a generalization

of the traditional finite element method. While the meth-

ods have been used in this paper only for linear two-

dimensional analysis, and using only specific low-order

finite element and finite sphere discretizations, the real

power of the methods might be harnessed in the analysis

of large deformation and multi-physics problems, such

as fluid flows with structural interactions. Some inherent

difficulties arising in the use of the traditional finite ele-

ment methods due to mesh distortions can be avoided by

using the methods proposed in this paper, but as men-

tioned already the effectiveness of the schemes for such

solutions must still be studied.
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